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PIONEER ON THE TRAIL OF TEARS 
By Paco José Madden 

 
SYNOPSIS:  This is the story of a friendship between a young pioneer and a 
Cherokee Indian on the eve of the exile that would be known as the Trail of 
Tears.  A young boy, Little Ben Crossings, and his father leave home and 
meet Yellow Bird, a wily Cherokee Indian of similar age.  Initially 
distrustful of one another, the boys cement a friendship as the two families 
face severe circumstances and an unknown future. 
 

CAST OF CHARACTERS 
(3-5 MALE, 1 FEMALE, 7 EITHER) 

 
BEN (m) ........................................................ White male twenties (19 lines) 
LITTLE BEN (m) ......................................... White male teens  (175 lines) 
MR. HEISKELL (m) ..................................... White male forties  (17 lines) 
JOHN (m)...................................................... White male thirties  (179 lines) 
YELLOW BIRD (m) .................................... Native-American male teens to 

twenties  (141 lines) 
JANE (f) ........................................................ Native-American female 

twenties to thirties  (149 lines) 
COMMANDING VOICE #1 (m/f) ............... Can be pre-recorded or divided 

up among the actors  (3 lines) 
COMMANDING VOICE #2 (m/f) ............... Can be pre-recorded or divided 

up among the actors  (3 lines) 
COMMANDING VOICE #3 (m/f) ............... Can be pre-recorded or divided 

up among the actors  (2 lines) 
VOICE #1 (m/f) ............................................ Can be pre-recorded or divided 

up among the actors  (8 lines) 
VOICE #2 (m/f) ............................................ Can be pre-recorded or divided 

up among the actors  (8 lines) 
VOICE #3 (m/f) ............................................ Can be pre-recorded or divided 

up among the actors  (5 lines) 
VOICE #4 (m/f) ............................................ Can be pre-recorded or divided 

up among the actors  (3 lines) 
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AUTHOR NOTES 
 

Ideally the play is to be performed by six actors although as few as four may 
perform the play.  The doubling would be: BEN/LITTLE BEN and 
JOHN/MR. HEISKILL.  Some adjustments to the script may be necessary to 
accommodate  this doubling (e.g. BEN looking upon LITTLE BEN.  The 
actor playing YELLOW BIRD can assume the role of LITTLE BEN for this 
scene behind a scrim.) 
 

ADDITONAL ACTORS:  The play is intended to be performed by six 
actors.  However, additional actors can be used to create dynamic transitions 
and atmosphere—even act as a chorus.  Additional actors dressed as 
Cherokees can dance and use other movements while changing the set as 
well as drumming and playing other instruments.  The horse that YELLOW 
BIRD mounts in scene sixteen can be a constructed horse operated by one or 
actors playing the parts of Cherokee.  During the performance, these actors 
can perform the voices in the play and offstage effects.  This can also be 
prerecorded.  
 

THE SCRIM:  Shadowy figures or puppets can be projected behind a scrim.  
For example, the scene in which YELLOW BIRD fights the REDSTICKS 
can be performed behind a scrim with YELLOW BIRD fighting off the 
shadows in the form of other actors, shadow puppets, etc.  The play could 
also use projection for the Stomp Dance or at other moments in the play.   
 

WEAPONS AND FIREARMS:  Particularly when performed by children 
and for schools, weapons and firearms can be mimed or unrealistic weapons 
can be employed (e.g., the rifle could be cut completely out of a block of 
wood with no finishing like wooden swords, so that there would be no 
mistaking the weapons for the real thing.) 
 

MIME:  Several actions and things in the play could be mimed rather than 
using props (e.g., JANE picking apples, JOHN cutting wood, LITTLE 
YELLOW BIRD praying over the deer.) 
 

HEALING SONG: ACT ONE, SCENE 13: 
“I am of the Great Spirit” – Cherokee Morning Song 
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PROPS 
 

□ Desk and chair 
□ Shirt, pants, and hat for BEN 
□ Apron and printing cap 
□ Newspapers 
□ Indian pouch 
□ Fishing Pole 
□ Shirt, pants, and hat for JOHN 
□ Ladder 
□ Spikes and hammer 
□ Fish 
□ Deerskin shirt and breechcloth for YELLOW BIRD 
□ Table and four chairs 
□ Utensils 
□ Apple basket 
□ Deerskin shirt and skirt for JANE 
□ Cherokee jewelry for JANE 
□ Hoe 
□ Wooden fence 
□ Handkerchief 
□ Large rock 
□ Sunday clothes for LITTLE BEN and JOHN 
□ Peaches 
□ White oak basket 
□ Barrel 
□ Bag 
□ Cherokee Indian homestuffs 
□ Flute 
□ Top 
□ Coin 
□ Wooden soldier 
□ Pocket knife 
□ Rifle shell 
□ Rabbit’s foot 
□ Feather Wand 
□ Blow gun dart 
□ Claw 
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□ Rifle 
□ Sling 
□ Branch 
□ Anetsa stick and ball 
□ Dress for JANE 
□ Scrim 
□ Grist mill 
□ Coat for JOHN 
□ Bench 
□ Cherokee medicine bag 
□ Eagle feather 
□ Hoop and stick 
□ Deer mannequin 
□ Warrior costume and make-up for YELLOW BIRD 
□ Horse mannequin 
□ Knife 
□ Maul and wedge 
□ Fence rails 
□ Spinning wheel 
□ Bottle 
□ Dice 
□ Jug for apple cider 
□ Corncob pipe 
□ Cherokee Phoenix Newspaper 
□ Drums 
□ Chest 
□ Breakaway plate 
□ Wagon 
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ACT ONE, SCENE 1 
 
AT RISE:  Lights up on a desk.  SOUNDS of a busy printing shop are 
heard off stage.  BEN, with a printing cap and ink stained apron, is 
slumped at a desk.  HE lifts his head, yawns, looks at his watch.  HE 
is surprised at the time.  HE rises, removes his printing apron, and 
proceeds to exit. 
 
MR. HEISKELL:  (Off stage.) Where you going, boy? 
BEN:  Home.  To sleep. 
MR. HEISKELL:  (Off stage.) You can't go to sleep.  I need that 

article from our abolitionist friends by noon. 
BEN:  I'm been up all night setting type and running the press and 

come morning delivering the paper.  A body needs sleep. 
MR. HEISKELL:  (Off stage.) The fight for a man's freedom knows no 

rest.  
BEN:  Then let someone else free the slaves! 
MR. HEISKELL:  (Off stage.) Ben--  
BEN:  I quit!  (removes his printing cap) 
MR. HEISKELL:  (Off stage.) You can't quit! 
BEN:  Watch me. 
MR. HEISKELL:  (Off stage.) I need you, Benny.  The cause needs 

you.  
 
BEN grabs the front page of the Knoxville Register.  The headline 
reads "ABOLITIONISTS PUSH FOR ERADICATION OF SLAVERY". 
 
BEN:  Well the cause will have to wait 'cause this horse can't ride no 

more. 
MR. HEISKELL:  (Off stage.) That's not the Benny I know. 
BEN:  Mr. Heiskell, who is the Benny you, know? 
MR. HEISKELL:  (Off stage.) One who thought he could change the 

world. 
BEN:  Change the world?  What are you--  
 
A Cherokee Indian pouch is tossed to BEN from the direction of MR. 
HEISKELL's voice.  BEN catches it. 
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BEN:  What's this? 
MR. HEISKELL:  (Off stage.) Look inside. 
 
BEN looks inside, as lights come up on LITTLE BEN playing with a 
fishing pole. 
 
BEN:  A rabbits foot, a feather wand, an Indian flute, a blow gun dart, 

a mountain lion's claw . . . Where did you get this? 
MR. HEISKELL:  (Off stage.) Remember, Ben there are some things 

you can change and some things you can't.  
 
BEN looks at the pouch in his hand, then at the boy and his rod. 
 
BEN:  Mr. Heiskell . . .  
 
 

END OF SCENE 
 
 

ACT ONE, SCENE 2 
 
AT RISE:  Lights descend on BEN and rise on the home of the 
Crossings.  A ladder leaning against a wall exits off stage.  JOHN 
enters with a pail of spikes and a hammer.   
 
JOHN:  Ben, I thought you were going to help me patch the roof. 
LITTLE BEN:  Can't I go fishing, pa?  You told me as soon as we get 

to Tennessee I could go fishing and I ain't done no fishing yet. 
JOHN:  We hardly unpacked and you want to go fishing.  Well, get a 

move on.  Just be sure you get back before the sun falls from 
glory. 

LITTLE BEN:  Thanks, pa!  (runs off stage.) 
JOHN:  Be careful.  There's Indians in these parts.  I don't want you 

getting into any trouble. 
LITTLE BEN:  (Off stage.) I won’t.  And I'll be back before the sun is 

old. 
JOHN:  Twelve years young and the boy thinks he owns the world. 
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JOHN shrugs and climbs a ladder.  As the lights descend. 
 

END OF SCENE 
 
 

ACT ONE, SCENE 3 
 
AT RISE:  LITTLE BEN enters.  HE hops through fields and woods 
humming a fishing song, as HE carries a catch of fish.  YELLOW 
BIRD appears.  HE wears a traditional Cherokee deerskin shirt and 
breechcloth.  His head is shaved in the manner of a Cherokee boy.  
HE hides, as HE follows LITTLE BEN.  LITTLE BEN senses someone 
following him.  His voice trails off.  HE continues along the path.  Then 
suddenly a branch snaps. 
 
LITTLE BEN:  Who's there?  You.  I can see you hiding in the brush.  

Show yourself. 
 
YELLOW BIRD reveals himself. 
 
LITTLE BEN:  (astonished) An Indian? 
YELLOW BIRD:  I am not an Indian.  I am Cherokee.  Ani-Kawi, the 

Deer, is my clan. 
LITTLE BEN:  You speak English?  
YELLOW BIRD:  I go to missionary school at Spring Creek.  They 

teach me writing, arithmetic, and the White Man's religion. 
LITTLE BEN:  Really? 
 
YELLOW BIRD nods. 
 
LITTLE BEN:  Why were you following me? 
YELLOW BIRD:  The same reason I go to school.  To learn the ways 

of the White Man.  To open his bag of tricks.   
LITTLE BEN:  What tricks? 
YELLOW BIRD:  How to spit fire from a stick . . . spin cloth from a 

wheel . . . whistle a song from a box. 
LITTLE BEN:  Whistle a song from a box, huh? 
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YELLOW BIRD turns his hands in a cranking motion. 
 
LITTLE BEN:  You’re talking about a music box? 
 
YELLOW BIRD nods. 
 
LITTLE BEN:  And cloth from a wheel?  Why that's a spinning wheel.  

My mama had one. 
 
YELLOW BIRD nods again. 
 
LITTLE BEN:  Now fire from a stick?  That's a tricky one.  What could 

be the answer to that riddle? 
YELLOW BIRD:  (Positions his arms as if carrying a rifle.) Pow!   
LITTLE BEN:  I get it.  A rifle.  
YELLOW BIRD:  (Nods.) When I am older I must hunt the White 

Man.   
LITTLE BEN:  Why would you hunt us? 
YELLOW BIRD:  Because the Cherokee and the White Man are at 

war.   
LITTLE BEN:  War?  Last I heard we were at peace.  That's what my 

pa says.  He said we signed a treaty years ago. 
YELLOW BIRD:  My uncles say that peace with the White Man only 

lasts a few moons and that the White Man's paper is as good as 
his word:  it changes direction like the wind.  Soon we will be at 
war. 

 
A yelp breaks the silence. 
 
LITTLE BEN:  What's that?  
YELLOW BIRD:  I must go now.  (Starts off.) 
LITTLE BEN:  Wait. 
 
YELLOW BIRD turns to LITTLE BEN. 
 
LITTLE BEN:  My name is Ben. 
YELLOW BIRD:  They call me Yellow Bird. 
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The call from afar is repeated.  YELLOW BIRD turns and runs off 
stage. 

 
LITTLE BEN:  Nice to meet you Yellow Bird.  I think?  (Looks in the 

sky.) Jumpin' Josie!  The sun-ball's nigh ate itself up!  I gotta get 
home lickety split before my pa gets worrisome! 

 
LITTLE BEN runs offstage.  HE dashes back on stage from the 
opposite direction.  HE hears hoots and hollars.  LITTLE BEN breaks 
off into a run, as HE looks over his shoulder.  HE renters back on 
stage.  The yelps follow him.  Finally, LITTLE BEN arrives at his 
homestead.  HE rips the door open and rushes inside.  YELLOW 
BIRD appears over a hillock near the house.  LITTLE BEN peers from 
a window, but YELLOW BIRD is gone. 
 

END OF SCENE 
 
 

ACT ONE, SCENE 4 
 
AT RISE:  Lights up inside the Crossings Homestead.  LITTLE BEN 
is looking out the window.  JOHN is putting food on the table. 
 
JOHN:  Get away from that window, boy and come eat. 
 
LITTLE BEN leaves the window to sit at the table. 
 
JOHN:  Been staring out there for at least an hour.  Ain't nothing 

there but the night. 
 
LITTLE BEN moves the food around on his plate with his fork, but 
does not eat. 
 
JOHN:  Something wrong with your victuals? 
 
LITTLE BEN shakes his head. 
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JOHN:  Come running in here like you seen a ghost.  And now you 
won’t eat.  

LITTLE BEN:  Pa, are Cherokees--uh, Indians--bad people? 
JOHN:  Huh? 
LITTLE BEN:  Are Indians bad people? 
JOHN:  God don't make no bad peoples. 
LITTLE BEN:  But they ain't saved.  They ain't going to heaven. 
JOHN:  No, I guess they ain't saved. 
LITTLE BEN:  Why would God create people that can't be saved? 
JOHN:  Don't question the Lord, boy. 
LITTLE BEN:  I was just curious. 
JOHN:  You better keep them thoughts to yourself.  Don't let no 

preacher hear you talk like that.  Now maybe some Indians can be 
saved, but that's only if they accept Jesus and become Christians. 

LITTLE BEN:  You mean all them other Indians are going to hell. 
JOHN:  I ain't said that. 
LITTLE BEN:  Then what do you mean, pa? 
JOHN:  What's all this talk about Indians?  We ain't no Indians.  We 

just common white folks and the only thing we should be worried 
about is common white folks like ourselves. 

LITTLE BEN:  Yes, pa.  (Silence passes between JOHN and LITTLE 
BEN.)  Do you ever think you'd marry again, pa? 

JOHN:  I don't rightly know.  I don't think so.  Would have to find a 
right woman. 

LITTLE BEN:  Would you marry an Indian woman? 
JOHN:  Eat your meal, boy. 
 
Lights go down on LITTLE BEN and JOHN. 

 
END OF SCENE 
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ACT ONE, SCENE 5 
 
AT RISE:  Lights up on JANE picking apples from a tree and placing 
them in a small basket cradled in her arm.  SHE is dressed in a 
traditional Cherokee deerskin skirt with turkey feathers.  SHE wears 
jewelry made from shells, seeds, and animal teeth.  Feathers hang 
from her neck, wrists, and ankles.   JOHN enters tilling the ground 
beneath his feet with a hoe.  HE does not look up from his work.  A 
wooden fence separates his property and the property of JANE.  
JOHN pulls a handkerchief from his back pocket and swipes the 
sweat from his brow.  JANE notices JOHN on the other side of the 
fence. 
 
JANE:  Hello. 
 
JOHN is slightly startled by the interruption.  He recovers before 

saying . . . 
 
JOHN:  Oh, uh, howdy. 
JANE:  I see that you are hard at work. 
JOHN:  Land needs tilling. 
JANE:  And you need some rest.  Have a seat? 
 
JANE indicates the large rock on JOHN'S side of the fence. 
 
JOHN:  I really ought to-- 
JANE:  Taking a load off your feet for a minute wouldn't hurt.  
JOHN:  I guess I could sit for a bit. 
 
JOHN sits opposite JANE.  Both stare at their feet in silence before . . 

. 
 
JOHN / JANE:  Nice weath—(Beat.)  Nice weath— 
 
The pair laugh. 
 
JANE:  I was just going to say what nice weather we're having. 
JOHN:  Me too. 
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The couple stand in awkward silence. 
 
JANE:  My have you done wonders with your land.  (JANE looks over 

JOHN'S shoulder.)Are those apple trees you've planted? 
JOHN:  Peach.  But I'm fixing to put in apple trees next year. 
JANE:  Indeed.  
JOHN:  You got nice fields too.  Have you got slaves to help tend it?  

I mean, I heard some Indians keep slaves like white folks do. 
JANE:  No.  You? 
JOHN:  What?  Slaves?  Oh, no.  I don't believe in enslaving a man. 
JANE:  Neither do I. 
JOHN:  Yes.  I can see that.  I mean I shoulda-- 
JANE:  It's all right.  No harm done. 
JOHN:  No.  I reckon not.  (Another awkward moment passes.)You 

got quite a fine boy there.  Must be hard raising a boy on your 
own. 

JANE:  We manage.  His pa was killed-- 
JOHN:  --in a war. 
 
JANE looks at JOHN curiously. 
 
JANE:  How did you know--  
JOHN:  Oh, you know how word gets around town. 
JANE:  Yes.  
JOHN:  Was he, uh, killed by my people. 
JANE:  I don't know.  He was always fighting.  Against white people, 

against other Indian tribes, against other Cherokee.  I really don't 
like to think on it. 

JOHN:  That's good.  I mean, war 's not a fit subject for conversation. 
JANE:  I know what you meant.  And you're right.  I hope my boy 

doesn't grow up to be a warrior like his father.  What about you're 
boy?  He's a handsome fellow like you.  Must be driving the girls 
crazy. 

JOHN:  Yeah.  I mean, he gets that from his mother.  She, uh-- 
JANE:  --died of consumption. 
JOHN:  How did you know-- 
JANE:  You know how word gets around town. 
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Then JOHN and JANE laugh. 
 
JANE:  Would you and your boy like to come inside for a bite.  I got 

rabbit stew with shallots over the fire. 
JOHN:  Mmm.  Rabbit stew and with shallots.  I mean, oh, no, ma'am.  

I gotta be getting back to work. 
JANE:  You can't work on an empty stomach.  Besides it's not polite 

to live next door to someone without ever coming over for dinner. 
JOHN:  Maybe another time. 
JANE:  I see. 
 
A disheartened JANE begins to walk off with her crate of apples. 
 
JOHN:  Perhaps, tomorrow. 
JANE:  Tomorrow? 
JOHN:  For dinner.  I'm sorry I must have mislaid my manners on the 

long trip over here.  Me and my boy, we, uh, are new to these 
parts and don't know how to act rightly.  We'd love--uh, like to 
have dinner with your family.  How about we make it a date.  I 
mean, an appointment--for dinner--tomorrow.  

JANE:  Yes, an appointment.  Now, you get on back to work before 
the sun drops from the sky.  I don't want no militia men mistaking 
you for a bandit. 

JOHN:  I hear you ma'am.  Take care yourself. 
JANE:  Take care, John. 
JOHN:  How did you know my--ah, word around town. 
JANE:  (Together with JOHN.) --around town.  
JOHN:  (Smiles as HE tips his hat.) Miss Jane. 
 
 
 
JANE nods and walks off.  JOHN returns to tilling the fields as the 
lights descend. 
 

END OF SCENE 
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ACT ONE, SCENE 6 
 
AT RISE:  Lights up on LITTLE BEN at the Crossings Homestead.  
HE is fiddling with a ribbon or slip tie around his neck.  HE can't seem 
to get it tied properly.  
 
LITTLE BEN:  I still don't see why I gotta wear my Sunday clothes! 
JOHN:  (Off stage.) We calling on company.  And when you calls on 

company, you gotta dress proper. 
LITTLE BEN:  What's taking you so long, pa.  I'm getting hungry.  

What kinda food they got anyway?  We ain't gonna eat no Indian 
food, is we? 

JOHN:  (Off stage.) We gonna eat whatever they got, boy, and I don't 
want to hear an ill word spill from your tongue, you hear? 

LITTLE BEN:  Yes, pa.  You done yet?  
 
JOHN enters.  He looks dazzling in his Sunday best. 
 
JOHN:  You got them peaches.  
LITTLE BEN:  Whoo-wee, pa!  You look like the dog that done ate 

the cat’s meow! 
 
JOHN goes to the table and grabs the peaches. 
 
JOHN:  What we gonna put them in?  
LITTLE BEN:  Why don't we take them in mama's basket? 
 
LITTLE BEN grabs a white oak basket.  JOHN ignores LITTLE BEN's 
suggestion and grabs a sack. 
 
JOHN:  Maybe this here poke.  Ah, not fit enough. 
LITTLE BEN:  Remember what mama used to always say. 
JOHN:  (Picks up a keg with his other hand.) Or this here cag.  
LITTLE BEN:  She'd always say that you should always bring 

something in the basket wherever you went-- 
JOHN:  (Places the keg under his arm and picks up a pail.) Or this 

pail.  
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LITTLE BEN:  --and you should always be set to bring something 
back. 

JOHN:  Or maybe this-- (Reaches for something else.) 
LITTLE BEN:  Isn't that right, pa? 
 
LITTLE BEN presents the basket made of white oak to JOHN.  JOHN 
looks confused at first, then breaks into a smile. 
 
JOHN:  Yes, son.  She would say just that.  Rest her soul.  Except 

she'd always be bringing more to folks in that basket than she ever 
took in.  Well, all right.  We'll bring the basket. 

 
JOHN puts down the other container, as LITTLE BEN begins filling 
the basket with peaches. 
 
JOHN:  Take care you don't mar them peaches and don't wiggle and 

wingle the basket.  Your mama put a lot of heart into weaving 
comfort into that little hopper. 

 
LITTLE BEN has finished putting the peaches in the basket.  JOHN 
watches LITTLE BEN carry the basket toward the door.  JOHN has 
not moved from his spot.  LITTLE BEN turns to his father. 
 
LITTLE BEN:  Something wrong, pa? 
JOHN:  No, nothing, son.  We best be going. 
 
LITTLE BEN opens the door and father and son exit. 
 

END OF SCENE 
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ACT ONE, SCENE 7 
 
AT RISE:  Lights up on the home of JANE and YELLOW BIRD.  Their 
home is a mixture of traditional Cherokee crafts and homestuffs, such 
as Indian rugs, black clay pot vessels, baskets, and Euro-American 
conveniences, such as iron pots and pans, utensils, and furnishings.  
Strings of corn and other herbs and spices hang from the rafters.  
JANE is preparing dinner.  SHE places a pot on the table.  YELLOW 
BIRD is playing his flute. 
 
JANE:  Yellow Bird, go set the table. 
 
YELLOW BIRD puts his flute down and begins placing plates around 
the table. 
 
YELLOW BIRD:  Why we got to eat like the Yo-ni-ga-we? 
JANE:  The Whites? 
 
YELLOW BIRD nods. 
 
JANE:  We're having company over for dinner.  They're new to these 

parts and don't know any other way. 
YELLOW BIRD:  What about our way? 
JANE:  Our way is to live in balance with the earth and all the Great 

Spirit has provided--that includes our White neighbors. 
 
A knock is heard at the door. 
 
JANE:  Now answer the door.  And I want you to behave. 
 
YELLOW BIRD goes to the door.  JOHN and LITTLE BEN appear on 
the doorstep.  JANE continues to fix the table. 
 
YELLOW BIRD:  What do you want? 
JANE:  Yellow Bird!  Oh, he's just carrying on.  Please come in.  

Invite our neighbors in, Yellow Bird. 
 
YELLOW BIRD stands aside.  JOHN enters. 
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JOHN:  Thank you.  Thank you very much.   
 
As LITTLE BEN enters with the basket of peaches, YELLOW BIRD 
sticks out his foot.  LITTLE BEN nearly falls and drops the basket. 
 
JOHN:  I didn't know Indians--uh, Cherokees--lived in houses like 

ours. 
JANE:  Some Cherokees choose to live in homes like you folks and 

others live the way of our forefathers.  Ah, you brought peaches!  
LITTLE BEN:  Tried to bring them before they got busted leastways. 
JANE:  Where did you get them?  Your trees aren't ripe enough to 

bear fruit this year. 
JOHN:  Oh, that's a farmer's secret. 
YELLOW BIRD:  Probably stole them from a Cherokee. 
JANE:  Yellow Bird! 
LITTLE BEN:  We got them from a fruit seller in town.  Even got a 

good deal on them after my pa said they was too old to be sold full 
price. 

JOHN:  Ben! 
 
JANE takes the basket from LITTLE BEN. 
 
JANE:  It doesn't matter where the peaches are from or how old they 

are.  Yellow Bird and I are glad you brought them.  Isn't that right, 
Yellow Bird? 

 
YELLOW BIRD looks down. 
 
JANE:  Well, should we all sit for dinner? 
 
As the two families go to the table, LITTLE BEN pushes YELLOW 
BIRD.  The two families sit and pass plates of food.  YELLOW BIRD 
does not pass any food to LITTLE BEN. 
 
JOHN:  Boiled beef?  This is like the food we have back home. 
JANE:  I was hoping to fix something that would be familiar to you.  
LITTLE BEN:  What's this? 
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YELLOW BIRD:  Connahayny, Indian bread. 
LITTLE BEN:  Tastes kind of funny. 
JOHN:  Ben! 
YELLOW BIRD:  That's cause there's witches blood inside. 
JANE:  Yellow Bird!  (JANE turns to JOHN and smiles.)  So where 

are your folks from? 
JOHN:  Oh, we're from North Carolina. 
 
YELLOW BIRD kicks LITTLE BEN under the table. 
 
LITTLE BEN:  Ow!  
JANE:  Really, we have some relations there. 
JOHN:  Whereabouts? 
 
LITTLE BEN kicks YELLOW BIRD under the table. 
 
YELLOW BIRD:  Yeow! 
JANE:  Near the Great Smokies. 
JOHN:  Your English is very good.  Where'd you learn to speak so 

well? 
JANE:  My father was a Scots trader.  I'm only half Cherokee. 
YELLOW BIRD:  And I am three-quarters! 
 
YELLOW BIRD kicks LITTLE BEN again. 
 
LITTLE BEN:  Yip! 
JANE:  He taught me a little English before he ran off and Yellow Bird 

has helped me learn new words. 
JOHN:  Oh, I'm sorry your pa-- 
LITTLE BEN:  Pa, why don't you tell them about the time you 

wrastled one– 
 
LITTLE BEN kicks YELLOW BIRD. 
 
YELLOW BIRD:  Yikes!  
LITTLE BEN:  --no two-- 
 
LITTLE BEN kicks YELLOW BIRD again. 
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YELLOW BIRD:  Ooff! 
LITTLE BEN:  --hogs with one hand. 
JOHN:  I don't think that's a fit subject for polite conversation, nor is 

squealing like pigs at the dinner table. 
LITTLE BEN:  But-- 
YELLOW BIRD:  He--  
JANE:  And if both you boys can't stop making hay beneath the table, 

I'll send you both packing without another spoonful.  Now let’s eat. 
 
The two boys stop their jostling and sit back looking glumly at each 
other.  The two families resume eating.  After a moment, JOHN 
notices BEN fingering something in his hand. 
  
JOHN:  What you jangling with now? 
LITTLE BEN:  My top. 
YELLOW BIRD:  You gotta top! 
JOHN:  What else do you got hiding in your pockets?  
LITTLE BEN:  I got half-a-dime, a wooden soldier, a pocket knife, 

and-- (Fishes in his pocket.) --the shell of a rifle.  
YELLOW BIRD:  Wow!  You want to see what I got in my pouch!  

(Pulls out a pouch.) 
JANE:  Not at the table, Yellow Bird. 
LITTLE BEN / YELLOW BIRD:  (Together.) Can we be excused? 
 
JOHN and JANE look at each other then nod their heads.  The two 
boys run off to a corner of the room to explore each others treasures.  
YELLOW BIRD starts by taking things out of his pouch. 
 
YELLOW BIRD:  I got a rabbit’s foot, a feather wand, an Indian flute, 

a blow gun dart, a mountain lion's claw . . . 
LITTLE BEN:  Wow!  
JOHN:  One minute those two are ready to tear each other to pieces-- 
JANE:  --and the next they can't be torn apart. 
LITTLE BEN:  To make it spin you gotta-- 
YELLOW BIRD:  --with the string!  
JANE:  Thank you for the peaches. 
JOHN:  I should be thanking you for such a wonderful feast. 
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JANE:  And my, what a beautiful basket. 
JOHN:  My wife--my departed wife--made it. 
YELLOW BIRD:  Once I master the blow gun, I will learn the bow and 

arrow. 
LITTLE BEN:  How do you use it?  
JANE:  You must miss her something terrible. 
JOHN:  Yes, we both do. 
LITTLE BEN:  Where did you get a lion's claw? 
YELLOW BIRD:  My father--  
 
Hoots and hollers, the stamping of horses hooves, and the cries of 
rifles are heard outside.  JANE rushes to the window. 
 
JOHN:  What's going on? 
JANE:  A raid. 
 
JOHN joins JANE. 
 
JOHN:  Our home!  Ben! 
 
LITTLE BEN rushes to his father's side as JOHN runs to the door. 
 
JANE:  Wait!  It's too dangerous! 
JOHN:  We'll lose everything. 
 
JOHN grabs LITTLE BEN by the shoulder and the two run outside.  
JANE grabs the rifle hanging from the mantel. 
 
JANE:  Yellow Bird, go call your uncles! 
 
YELLOW BIRD exits out a window in a flash.  JANE goes to the door 
and fires a shot from the doorway.  SHE reloads the gun, then runs 
out the door.  Continued gunfire and yelling rings off stage.  The lights 
slowly fade to black. 
 

END OF SCENE 
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ACT ONE, SCENE 8 
 
AT RISE:  Lights up on the Crossings Home.  JOHN sits in a chair.  
His arm is wrapped in a sling.  LITTLE BEN, JANE, and YELLOW 
BIRD are also there.  JANE's rifle leans against a wall.  YELLOW 
BIRD and LITTLE BEN are busy righting chairs, picking up pieces of 
broken cookware, and, in general, bringing the house back to order.  
JANE is adjusting the sling on JOHN'S arm.  JOHN rises from the 
chair. 
 
JOHN:  I told you I can take care of myself.  You know you could 

have gotten hurt or killed-- (Motions with his bad arm.) --Ow!--out 
there. 

JANE:  If you move, it will cause pain.  Besides I'm not the one who 
got hurt. 

LITTLE BEN:  Pa, if it wasn't for Jane and Yellow Bird, we might've 
lost the house.  

JOHN:  That's not the point. 
YELLOW BIRD:  What is the point, Mr. Crossing? 
LITTLE BEN:  Yeah.  
JOHN:  The point is . . . the point is that it is not right for a woman to 

fight in battle. 
 
JANE laughs. 
 
JOHN:  What's so funny?  
JANE:  You should tell that to my great aunt. 
JOHN:  Who? 
YELLOW BIRD:  Nanye-Hi. 
LITTLE BEN:  Whose that? 
JANE:  She was a War Woman who defeated the Creeks in battle. 
YELLOW BIRD:  She was much honored and beloved amongst our 

people. 
 
JOHN and LITTLE BEN look at each other in astonishment. 
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JANE:  Now, there are no more War Women.  Our people have 
accepted your way that a woman should stay at home.  Even the 
councils are now run only by men.  But women still rule the home.  
(picks up the rifle) I don't care much for war though.  I only use 
this-- (indicates the rifle) --to protect my home and my family.  It 
was the one thing returned to me from my husband's cold hands. 

JOHN:  I didn't mean no offense. 
JANE:  Come on, Yellow Bird these two have much to learn. 
 
JANE and YELLOW BIRD begin to leave. 
 
JOHN:  Jane? 
JANE:  Yes. 
JOHN:  Thank you.  Thank you both for helping me and my boy. 
JANE:  Give your thanks to the Great Spirit, who has given you both 

back your lives. 
 
JANE and YELLOW BIRD exit. 
 
LITTLE BEN:  Wow!  A War Woman.  I never met a War Woman 

before.  Too bad there ain't none left. 
JOHN:  Looks like Jane would've made a pretty good one.  
LITTLE BEN:  Do you think our mama would have been a War 

Woman if she was an Indian? 
JOHN:  (Angry.) Boy!  (Laughs.) You ask some of the confoundest 

questions in the world.  Grab me that pillow, so I can rest my arm. 
 
After LITTLE BEN gives JOHN the pillow, the two stand in silence. 
 
JOHN:  Well, go on now.  Go outside and get some firewood.  It's 

getting cold and dark these days.  Winter's a-coming awful quick, 
and we'll need a strong fire to keep us warm. 

 
 
 
 
LITTLE BEN exits. 
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JOHN:  War Women. 
 
Lights fade on JOHN as HE turns to sleep. 

 
END OF SCENE 

 
 

ACT ONE, SCENE 9 
 
AT RISE:  Lights up on the houses of the CROSSINGS and JANE 
and YELLOW BIRD.  During the following sequence fall colors turn to 
winter's night and then to spring growth. 
 
YELLOW BIRD:  (Off stage.) I've canned all the peaches, ma! 
JOHN:  (Off stage.) Put the kettle on the stove, boy!  
JANE:  (Off stage.) Looks like we're gonna have a bad storm tonight! 
LITTLE BEN:  (Off stage.) Do you think it'll snow? 
YELLOW BIRD:  (Off stage.) I'm cold!  Can we put another log on the 

fire. 
JOHN:  (Off stage.) We gotta tan them skins tomorrow before they 

get hard.  
JANE:  (Off stage.) Not if we want them to last through the winter.   
LITTLE BEN:  (Off stage.) When will spring come, pa? 
JOHN:  (Off stage.) Soon enough. 
YELLOW BIRD:  (Off stage.) When will spring come, mama? 
JANE:  (Off stage.) Soon enough. 
LITTLE BEN / YELLOW BIRD:  (Off stage.) When will spring come? 
JOHN / JANE:  (Off stage.) Soon!  
 

END OF SCENE 
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ACT ONE, SCENE 10 
 
AT RISE:  Lights up on a clearing.  The shouts of LITTLE BEN and 
YELLOW BIRD are heard below off stage.  YELLOW BIRD enters 
and reaches the top of the hill.  HE is soon followed by LITTLE BEN.  
LITTLE BEN is again dressed in his Sunday's best, but HE looks a bit 
older now.  The two boys are out of breath. 
 
YELLOW BIRD:  First day of spring, and I beat you to the top. 
LITTLE BEN:  You tricked me. 
YELLOW BIRD:  It's not my fault you took the long way. 
LITTLE BEN:  I didn't know those thistles were in the way.  (Removes 

a bramble attached to his leg.) 
YELLOW BIRD:  That's what you get for taking a shortcut. 
LITTLE BEN:  The shortcut you said was the fastest way up. 
YELLOW BIRD:  It is if you can fly.  
LITTLE BEN:  Well, what do we do now?  
YELLOW BIRD:  Let's play anetsa. 
LITTLE BEN:  What's that? 
YELLOW BIRD:  A game.  A Cherokee game.  Here.  (YELLOW 

BIRD removes the anetsa stick strapped to his back.  HE throws 
LITTLE BEN the anetsa stick.)  This is the stick.  It has a web 
made of squirrel skin for swiftness.  This is the shot.  It is made 
from the skin of a deer so that it will fly true. 

LITTLE BEN:  So how do you play? 
YELLOW BIRD:  You must get the shot into the goal.  (Points to a 

tree off stage.) We will use the hole between the arms of that tree 
as the goal.  Here.  I will let you try first. 

 
YELLOW BIRD tosses LITTLE BEN the shot and the stick. 
 
LITTLE BEN:  Okay. 
 
LITTLE BEN rushes toward the goal with his stick.  YELLOW BIRD 
intercepts LITTLE BEN and grabs the stick.  YELLOW BIRD twists 
the stick toward his mouth and bites LITTLE BEN's arm. 
 
LITTLE BEN:  Yeow! 
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LITTLE BEN releases the stick.  YELLOW BIRD takes the stick, 
rushes toward the goal and scores. 
 
YELLOW BIRD:  Ha!  I win! 
LITTLE BEN:  No fair.  You cheated! 
YELLOW BIRD:  I did not cheat. 
LITTLE BEN:  You bit me. 
YELLOW BIRD:  So? 
LITTLE BEN:  It's against the rules. 
YELLOW BIRD:  That is not a rule. 
LITTLE BEN:  What? 
YELLOW BIRD:  The only rule is to get the shot into the goal.  You 

can do anything short of killing your opponent to get the goal.  
Even so, some Cherokee die playing this game. 

LITTLE BEN:  You're horsin' me. 
 
YELLOW BIRD shakes his head. 
 
LITTLE BEN:  Why would someone play a game that could get them 

killed? 
YELLOW BIRD:  It is a better way of settling disputes then going to 

war. 
LITTLE BEN:  You mean you play anetsa instead of fighting. 
YELLOW BIRD:  Sometimes. 
LITTLE BEN:  Well, I still don't want to play it. 
 
The two boys sit down in silence. 
 
LITTLE BEN:  What should we do now?  
YELLOW BIRD:  Then let’s go to the stream and see who can jump 

the highest into the water. 
LITTLE BEN:  Okay.  But no tricks this time. 
YELLOW BIRD:  Your shoe buckle is loose. 
 
LITTLE BEN looks down. 
 
LITTLE BEN:  What buckle? 
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